Text Sets, Examples

**Topic: Communities**
SOL: K.8, 1.10, 1.12, 2.10, 2.12, 3.12

*Title (Guided Reading Level) Publisher*
Communities (F-G) National Geographic
Communities (L) Newbridge
Serving the Community (L-M) National Geographic

**Topic: Maps**
SOL: K.3, K.4, K.5, 1.4, 1.5, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.5, 3.6

*Title (Guided Reading Level) Publisher*
Mapping Penny’s World (Read Aloud) Henry Holt & Co.
Maps (E) Benchmark
Mapping the Way (G) Benchmark
Maps (J-K) National Geographic
Map It! (K) Newbridge
Maps and Globes (N) Newbridge
Making Maps (Q) Benchmark

**Topic: Life Processes**
SOL: K.6, 1.4, 2.4, 3.8

*Title (Guided Reading Level) Publisher*
How a Seed Grows (Read Aloud) Harper Collins Publishers
Plants (A) Newbridge
Plants Have Leaves (C) Newbridge
Grow, Seed, Grow (E) Newbridge

**Topic: Matter**
SOL: K.5, 1.3, 2.3, 3.3

*Title (Guided Reading Level) Publisher*
SOL: K.5, 1.3, 2.3, 3.3
This is Matter (E) Benchmark
Food is Matter (I) Benchmark
Liquids and Gases (P) Benchmark

**Topic: Life Cycles**
SOL: K.6, 1.5, 2.4, 3.8

*Title (Guided Reading Level) Publisher*
Butterflies and Moths (J-K) Benchmark
Life Cycles of Animals (L-N) National Geographic
Life Cycles (Q-R) National Geographic